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This research is motivated by the capacity allocation problem at a major provider of customized products to

the oil and gas drilling industry. We formulate a finite-horizon, discrete-time, dynamic programming model

in which a firm decides how to reserve capacity for emergency demand and how to prioritize two classes

of regular demand. While regular demand can be backlogged, emergency demand will be lost if not fulfilled

within the period of its arrival. Since backlogging cost accumulates over time, we find it optimal for the

firm to adopt a dynamic prioritization policy that evaluates the priorities of different classes of regular de-

mand every period. The optimal prioritization involves metrics that measure backlogging losses from various

perspectives. We fully characterize the firm’s optimal prioritization and reservation policy. Those characteri-

zations shed light on managerial insights.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. and Association of European Operational Research Societies (EURO) within the

International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Capacity management is often a challenging task faced by many

production managers. This research is motivated by the experience of

a major provider of customized products to the oil and gas drilling in-

dustry. In recent years, demand for the company’s products is fueled

by the booming oil market. The rapid growth, however, brings chal-

lenges to capacity management. One of the most salient problems is

backlogging. The company’s records show that customers could wait

as long as a year for their orders to be satisfied. As much as the com-

pany wants to take full advantage of the current demand increase,

the executives of the company are hesitant to invest in capacity ex-

pansion for fear of market fluctuations. They are more interested in

how to best utilize their existing capacity.

The majority of the company’s demand is processed in a first-

come-first-serve fashion. Some executives of the company question

the validity of this approach because different classes of demand

do not have the same gross margins. On the other hand, waiting

costs are also a concern because the company hopes to maintain

long-term relationships with its clients. Classifying demand based

on both revenue and waiting cost is, therefore, necessary. Further
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 979 845 2392; fax: +1 979 845 5653.
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omplicating the demand prioritization problem is the existence of

mergency demand. Unexpected events occurring in the oil and gas

eld result in emergency orders of specialized equipments. In light of

he long-term relationship with critical clients, the company wants to

atisfy emergency demand as much as possible, even at the expense

f delaying regular demand. Given the frequency of emergency de-

and, production managers find it necessary to reserve capacity for

he uncertain emergency demand. Hence, there are two tasks in the

ompany’s capacity management problem. One is reserving capacity

or unknown emergency demand. The other is splitting the leftover

apacity between different classes of regular demand.

We formulate a discrete-time dynamic-programming model that

eflects the two tasks faced by the company and fully characterize

he optimal solution. In order to characterize the optimal policy, we

evelop various metrics that measure the potential losses resulting

rom backlogging regular demand. Comparisons among these met-

ics allow us to prioritize regular demand and determine the level of

apacity reservation for emergency demand. We believe the optimal

olution to our model provides guidance to the company’s capacity

anagement.

Although our research was motivated by challenges rising from

he oil and gas drilling field, our model and solution approach can

e applied to general industrial settings with customized prod-

cts and capacity constraints. As pointed out by Rahman and

eliger (2013) and Mourtzis, Doukas, Psarommatis, Giannoulis, and

ichalos (2014), demand for customized products has been
EURO) within the International Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS).
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ncreasing over the years and customization has become a

idespread paradigm in manufacturing technology. Alexopoulos, Pa-

akostas, Mourtzis, and Chryssolouris (2011) studies the performance

f manufacturing systems with a focus on lifecycle, recognizing the

xistence of capacity constraints. deKoster, Le-Duc, and Roodber-

en (2007) examines order picking systems, which feature both cus-

omized orders and capacity constraints.

The rest of the paper unfolds as follows. Section 2 reviews rele-

ant literature. Section 3 explains the problem setting and formu-

ates the model. We present preliminary analysis on demand types

nd capacity reservation, introduce the concept of dynamic loss, and

iscuss our solution approach in Section 4. Section 5 describes the

ptimal policy. Section 6 summarizes our numerical studies, which

evelop and compare a few heuristics to the optimal policy. Section 7

oncludes the main text of the paper. Appendix A presents tech-

ical statements that are skipped in the main text for readabil-

ty. Proofs of technical statements are included in a supplementary

ocument.

. Relevant literature

Our research is, essentially, about capacity allocation among mul-

iple demand classes. This topic has been studied in a variety of con-

exts. We review, here, the relevant literature and explain how our

ork differs.

One stream of research considers demand that is always back-

ogged if unsatisfied. The same product is made and sold to mul-

iple classes of customers. At any given time, one needs to decide

hether the facility should produce or not. Once a product is made,

ne needs to decide whether it should be allocated to on-hand in-

entory, or any class of customers. An optimal solution should strike

balance between holding cost and various levels of backlogging

osts. Ha (1997) started this line of research in a setting with two

emand classes. de Vericourt, Karaesmen, and Dallery (2002), Huang

nd Iravani (2008), and Gayon, de Vericourt, and Karaesmen (2009)

ook at extensions or variations of Ha’s (1997) work. Iravani, Liu, and

imchi-Levi (2012) look at a manufacturer who accepts all demand

or a generic product with make-to-stock system and can accept or

eject demand for customized products with make-to-order system.

oth types of demand can be backlogged after being accepted in the

etting of Iravani et al. (2012). One of the key differences between this

ine of research and ours is our consideration of emergency demand,

hich cannot be backlogged. The uncertain arrival of emergency de-

and during a period in our setting makes capacity reservation nec-

ssary in addition to allocating demand between two regular demand

lasses.

Another stream of research analyzes production and allocation

ecisions when a firm faces two classes of demand: contractual

nd transactional. The contractual demand must be met immedi-

tely while the firm chooses to accept or reject transactional de-

and. Carr and Duenyas (2000) formulate a continuous-time, make-

o-stock model in which transactional orders are either accepted or

ejected upon arrival. They show that the firm’s optimal acceptance

nd production decisions are determined by an acceptance threshold

urve and a production threshold curve. Frank, Zhang, and Duenyas

2003) adopt a discrete-time approach. Their contractual orders are

eterministic and their transactional orders are stochastic. Unsatis-

ed transactional orders are lost. Frank et al. (2003) find that their op-

imal policy can be characterized by a modified and much more com-

licated (s, S) policy. Gupta and Wang (2007) formulate a discrete-

ime model and allow transactional demand to be satisfied within a

xed number of periods without penalty. When both contractual and

ransactional demand are make-to-order, Gupta and Wang (2007)

how that the optimal acceptance decision is a threshold policy with

he threshold being determined by the firm’s capacity and the cur-

ent period’s contractual demand. The contractual demand in this
esearch stream differs from the regular demand in our research be-

ause contractual demand is fulfilled immediately or within a fixed

umber of periods without penalty. Our regular demand, in contrast,

an be backlogged throughout the whole planning horizon and with

ccumulating penalties.

Wang, Liang, Sethi, and Yan (2014) consider two groups of cus-

omers: short lead-time ones who demand the product immediately

nd long lead-time ones whose orders can be fulfilled either imme-

iately or in the next cycle. Backlogging costs accumulate for unsatis-

ed demand. The supplier needs to determine how to allocate on-

and inventory between the two groups of customers and how to

llocate replenishment inventory among backlogged orders. The pa-

er focuses on three priority rules and derive inventory commitment

olicies based on those rules.

Gao, Xu, and Ball (2012) consider pseudo orders that become ac-

ual orders after being confirmed and use a Markov chain model

s a short-term forecast for pseudo orders. The manufacturer de-

ides whether to accept or reject a confirmed order. Accepted

rders must be fulfilled during a fixed time window and pro-

uctions are constrained by both capacity and component inven-

ory availability. Orders from different classes bring in different

evenues.

Capacity allocation research in medical settings often deals

ith demand uncertainty (Gerchak, Gupta, & Henig, 1996; Patrick,

uterman, & Queyranne, 2008; Green, Savin, & Wang, 2006; Patrick

Puterman, 2007; Gupta & Wang, 2008; Min & Yih, 2010;

obson, Hasija, & Pinker, 2011; Geng & Xie, 2012 etc.). Green (2012)

iscusses how operations research can improve healthcare deliv-

ry. Chen and Robinson (2010) and May, Spangler, Strum, and

argas (2011) examine capacity allocations when scheduling ap-

ointments or surgeries, respectively. Ramirez-Nafarrate, Hafizoglu,

el, and Fowler (2014) study ambulance diversion policies in order

o minimize patients’ average waiting times. Gerchak et al. (1996) is

he closest to our research. They study how to share operating room

apacity between elective surgeries and emergency surgeries. Before

earning the amount of emergency demand arriving on any given day,

he scheduler must decide how many elective surgeries are admit-

ed for operation on the current day. Delayed elective surgeries result

n postponed revenue collection and waiting costs. The elective surg-

ries are analogous to our regular demand but have just a single class.

ith a single class, the prioritization problem goes away.

Revenue management is an area that naturally deals with capacity

llocation among multiple demand classes. It is often studied in con-

exts including airlines, hotels, and car rentals. McGill and van Ryzin

1999) and Talluri and van Ryzin (2004) provide detailed reviews. A

ey difference between our work and revenue management literature

s the lost sales of unsatisfied demand in revenue management set-

ings. Backlogged regular demand is more appropriate in our model

ecause the company that motivates this research rarely turns away

ny demand.

A key element of our model is the existence of customized prod-

cts. Given its popularity, customization has been the focus of a se-

ies of research in manufacturing settings. Mourtzis, Doukas, and

sarommatis (2013) proposes a genetic algorithm for mass cus-

omization. Mourtzis et al. (2014) examines a web-based platform

hat facilitates customization. Adaptability or flexibility is crucial to

he manufacturers of customized products. Papakostas and Mourtzis

2007), Alexopoulos, Mourtzis, Papakostas, and Chryssolouris (2007),

nd Alexopoulos et al. (2011) examine the evaluations of system

exibility or adaptability. Makris and Chryssolouris (2010) incorpo-

ates demand uncertainty in manufacturing planning and applies

heir Bayesian model to the automotive industry. This series of re-

earch studies the design and evaluation of manufacturing systems,

hich often consist of multiple stages. Our model analyzes the ten-

ion between demand and supply, assuming away the details regard-

ng manufacturing stages and layouts.
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We will explain the technical differences between our model and

those in the literature after formally introducing our model in the

next section.

3. The model

We formulate a make-to-order firm’s capacity allocation problem

as a discrete-time dynamic programming model. The firm would like

to maximize its discounted expected profits over T periods. We con-

sider T a finite integer.

3.1. Regular demand and emergency demand

We consider two categories of demand in this paper. The key dif-

ference between the two categories of demand is whether demand

can be backlogged. We define the category of demand that can be

backlogged as regular demand. The regular demand in our model

does not have to come from regular customers of a firm, and hence

may not be contractual. We define the category of demand that will

be lost if not satisfied within the period of arrival as emergency de-

mand. Emergency demand can also come from long-term customers

or one-time customers. Both regular and emergency demand are sat-

isfied by the same production process. Hence, capacity allocation de-

cisions have to be made.

Since regular demand is not necessarily driven by long-term con-

tracts, the amount of regular demand arriving in each period need

not be deterministic. Regular demand is not processed immediately

upon arrival. At the end of each period, the accumulated regular de-

mand throughout the period is added to the existing unsatisfied de-

mand. We also recognize that demand from different customers or of

different nature may have different cost structures. For this reason,

we study two classes of regular demand, each with a potentially dif-

ferent set of cost parameters. Details regarding the definitions of the

two classes of regular demand are provided in Sections 3.2 and 4.1.

Emergency demand was induced by urgent events and its arrival

is, clearly, stochastic. The amount of emergency demand that arrives

during a period can come from a single customer or multiple cus-

tomers. While the amount of regular demand waiting to be processed

is known at the beginning of a period, the amount of emergency de-

mand that will arrive during a period is unknown when capacity al-

location decisions are made for the period. The firm’s capacity allo-

cation policy needs to specify how much emergency demand can be

accepted throughout the period.

We do not assume, automatically, that emergency demand has a

higher priority than regular demand. Instead, our research is about

finding the optimal priority rules.

Regardless of the category a unit of demand falls into, the de-

mand faced by the firm is met by customized products. The same

production process and capacity can be used to satisfy both demand

categories. We assume that no changeovers are needed in the pro-

duction process. As a result, demand from different sources or arriv-

ing at different times can be accumulated without affecting capacity

utilization.

3.2. The sequence of events

The firm processes two classes of regular demand. Their arrival is

random but stationary over the planning horizon. For i = 1, 2, we de-

note by Di the (random) amount of class i regular demand arriving

each period, fi the corresponding probability density function, and Fi

the corresponding cumulative probability function. D = (D1, D2) rep-

resents regular demand. Unsatisfied regular demand is backlogged.

The firm also handles emergency demand, which will be lost if not

satisfied upon its arrival. We denote by De the (random) amount

of emergency demand arriving each period, fe the corresponding
robability density function, Fe the corresponding cumulative proba-

ility function, and F̄e = 1 − Fe.

The total amount of demand that can be fulfilled by the firm is

units per period. For t = 1, · · · T and i = 1, 2, we denote by xit the

mount of unsatisfied class i demand at the beginning of period t.

t = (x1t , x2t ) describes the state of the system and the state space

s represented by �t = {(x1t , x2t ) | xit ≥ 0 and x1t + x2t > 0}. We ex-

lude the state (0, 0) because it results in a trivial optimal policy.

At the beginning of period t, the firm observes xt and then de-

ermines yt = (y1t , y2t ) (how much of each class of regular demand

o fulfill within period t). Obviously, yit cannot exceed xit for i = 1, 2.

urthermore, the inequality C ≥ y1t + y2t must hold. We normalize

he cost of fulfilling a unit of demand using the firm’s own capacity

o zero. For i = 1, 2, each unit of fulfilled class i demand earns the

rm a revenue of ri and each unit of unfulfilled class i demand results

n a backlogging cost of bi for the period. With the decision of yt, one

an infer that the firm has made a capacity reservation for emergency

emand of C − y1t − y2t units in period t.

After determining its capacity allocation for period t, the firm

earns the realized value of De, namely the amount of emergency de-

and arriving in period t. The emergency demand that is fulfilled by

he firm within period t is De ∧ (C − y1t − y2t ). For each unit of emer-

ency demand beyond C − y1t − y2t , the firm loses ce, which is the

evenue the firm earns by satisfying a unit of emergency demand.

The firm learns the realized values of D1 and D2 at the end of pe-

iod t. The state of the system at the beginning of the next period be-

omes xt−1 = (x1t − y1t + D1, x2t − y2t + D2). Note that we label the

tarting period as period T and the ending period as period 1.

.3. The MDP formulation

Upon observing its system state xt, the firm makes a capacity

eservation of C − y1t − y2t units for emergency demand and fulfills

it units of regular demand from class i in period t, for i = 1, 2. These

ecisions can be captured by zit = xit − yit , i = 1, 2. We refer to zit

s the amount of class i demand to be backlogged in period t. In

he MDP formulation below, we let the vector zt = (z1t , z2t ) be the

rm’s decision variables in period t for the convenience of analy-

is. The action space becomes Zt (xt ) = {(z1t , z2t ) | xit ≥ zit ≥ 0, z1t +
2t ≥ x1t + x2t − C}. Note that C − ∑2

i=1(xit − zit ) is the level of capac-

ty reservation for emergency demand because xit − zit is the amount

f class i regular demand to be fulfilled in period t.

The firm’s expected revenue from the emergency demand can be

xpressed as the difference between ceE[De] and the expected lost

evenue ceE[De − (C − ∑2
i=1(xit − zit ))]+. Note that ceE[De] is a con-

tant that is not affected by either the firm’s decision zt or the firm’s

tate xt. For this reason, we omit the term ceE[De] from the firm’s

rofit function throughout the paper.

We denote by Gt(xt) the firm’s maximal, expected profit function

rom period t to period 1 (the end of the planning horizon). Using

as the discount factor, the firm’s maximal expected profit can be

xpressed as follows:

t (xt ) = max
zt ∈Zt

{
2∑

i=1

(ri(xit − zit ) − bizit )

−ceE

[
De −

(
C −

2∑
i=1

(xit − zit )

)]+

+ αEGt−1(zt + D)

}

ith the boundary condition: G0(x0) ≡ 0.

In order to facilitate our analysis, we introduce the following no-

ations that are related to state variables and profit functions:

• Xt = x1t + x2t : the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular de-

mand at the beginning of period t;
• Zt = z1t + z2t : the total amount of regular demand to be back-

logged in period t;
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• Vt (zt , Xt ) = ∑2
i=1 −(ri + bi)zit − ceE[De − (C − Xt + Zt )]+ +

αEGt−1(zt + D);
• Vt (zt , xt ) = ∑2

i=1 rixit + Vt (zt , Xt ).

With the above newly defined notations, the maximal expected

rofit function Gt(xt) can be rewritten as:

t (xt ) = max
zt ∈Zt

V t (zt , xt ) = max
zt ∈Zt

{
2∑

i=1

rixit + Vt (zt , Xt )

}
.

The new expression reveals our motivation to introduce Vt(zt, Xt),

hich depends on Xt, the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular de-

and. Since
∑2

i=1 rixit is not affected by the decision vector zt, max-

mizing V t (zt , xt ) is equivalent to maximizing Vt(zt, Xt). Such recog-

ition implies that Xt will play an important role as we search for the

ptimal solution. As a matter of fact, we will establish a number of

hresholds on Xt and apply them when developing the optimal policy

n Section 5.

Before presenting our analysis and solution, we would like to

riefly explain, here, how our research differs from those in the lit-

rature from a modeling perspective:

(i) Capacity reservations are made for emergency demand before

its arrival. We study this setting because a major challenge

faced by the managers in the real world is the uncertainty as-

sociated with emergency demand. How to reserve capacity for

emergency demand is a key question we would like to address

in this research.

(ii) The capacity allocation problem we analyze involves sharing

capacity between two classes of regular demand in addition

to making reservations for emergency demand. In existing lit-

erature, when there are multiple classes of regular demand,

the class of regular demand with the highest backlogging or

lost-sales cost is naturally assigned the highest priority. We

consider both revenue and backlogging costs, which can have

the same or different ordinal ranks among various classes

of regular demand. While revenue is collected only at the

time of order fulfillment, backlogging costs accumulate over

multiple periods until the demand is satisfied. The class of

regular demand with a lower revenue may have a higher

accumulated backlogging cost if unfulfilled for multiple pe-

riods. Consequently, the priority level of any given class of

regular demand need not remain the same over the entire

planning horizon. We develop a number of definitions that

measure backlogging losses, and subsequently, the optimal

capacity allocation is based on those measurements.

(iii) Regular demand is never turned away and unsatisfied regular

demand is backlogged. From the analytical perspective, a back-

log setting is more difficult to analyze than a lost-sales setting

because of the need to keep track of unsatisfied demand. Emer-

gency demand cannot be backlogged in our model. It will be

lost if not satisfied within the period of its arrival.

. Preliminary analysis and solution approach

The existence of multiple demand classes invites prioritization

ules. Appropriate classification of demand is key to the develop-

ent of prioritization rules. Our preliminary analysis starts with a

lose look at demand types (Section 4.1). Building upon notations

ntroduced in Section 4.1, we develop more metrics on backlogging

osses and capacity reservation in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. We present in

ection 4.4 the solution approach, which utilizes notations built upon

emand types.
.1. The period and limit types

.1.1. Definitions

The firm’s decision should be driven by how revenues are earned

nd how costs are incurred. Satisfying a unit of class i demand earns

he firm a revenue of ri while backlogging a unit of class i demand

osts bi per period. When prioritizing the two classes of regular de-

and, ri’s and bi’s should play an important role.

It would not be surprising if a firm values demand with higher-

argins more than demand with lower-margins. In this case, the

lass of regular demand with a higher ri is also the class of regu-

ar demand with a higher bi. There is, however, another possibility.

firm may have long-term customers whose business is essential to

he firm’s reputation. In order to maintain the relationship with those

ong-term customers, the backlogging cost associated with their de-

and could be higher even if the demand generates a lower unit rev-

nue. Taking into consideration both possibilities, we do not assume

hat the class of regular demand with a higher ri is automatically the

lass with a higher bi. Note that bi reflects, essentially, the firm’s re-

ationship with a customer. A higher bi implies a closer and more

aluable relationship, which can be driven by profit margins, or other

oncerns like long-term business opportunities, market penetrations,

eputations, etc.

Because of the possibilities discussed above, neither ri nor bi alone

s likely to be a good indicator of the priority that should be assigned

o class i of regular demand. Another complicating factor is that the

acklogging cost accumulates if the corresponding regular demand

emains unfulfilled through multiple periods. We need to, therefore,

ook for better ways to classify regular demand.

At period t, if the firm chooses not to fulfill a unit of class i regular

emand throughout the rest of the planning horizon, the total loss the

rm incurs is the sum of a loss of revenue (ri) and an accumulation

f discounted backlogging costs (bi

∑t−1
k=0

αk) from period t to the end

f the planning horizon. This sum also represents the maximal loss

hat the firm can possibly suffer over the rest of the planning horizon

rom its decision of not fulfilling a unit of class i demand in period t.

e believe this sum is a meaningful criterion for the prioritization of

egular demand and define the following notations to represent it:

• nit = bi

∑t−1
k=0

αk and mit = ri + nit .

Note that mit is the aforementioned sum. Since it sets an upper

ound on the amount of loss the firm can possibly incur thereafter

ue to the decision of backlogging a unit of class i demand in period

, we refer to mit as class i’s Maximal Loss (ML) in period t. The metric

it is period-dependent because it includes a period-dependent part:

it, which is the accumulated backlogging costs throughout the rest of

he planning horizon. The closer period t is to the end of the planning

orizon, the smaller nit and mit are.

Considering that r1 > r2 can co-exist with b1 < b2, the firm may

ave m1t ≥ m2t in one period but m1(t−1) < m2(t−1) in the next pe-

iod. For this reason, the priorities indicated by mit’s are only appli-

able to period t. The dynamic nature of mit prompts us to consider a

tationary indicator: mi, which is the limit of mit as t goes to infinity

s follows:

• ni = limt→∞ nit and mi = limt→∞ mit = ri + ni.

With these notations, we formally introduce two ways of classify-

ng regular demand: period type and limit type, in Definition 4.1.

efinition 4.1. For i = 1, 2 and j = 3 − i, class i of regular demand

as a period type of High in period t if mit ≥ mjt, and a period type

f Low otherwise. The class of demand with a period type of High (or

ow) is referred to as the PH (or PL) demand. Class i of regular demand

as a limit type of High if mi ≥ mj, and a limit type of Low otherwise.

he class of demand with a limit type of High (or Low) is referred to

s the LH (or LL) demand.
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The difference between period type and limit type is essentially

whether the impact of t, the current period, is considered. Naturally,

the definition that takes into consideration the impact of t is about

period types, and the definition that brings limit into consideration is

about limit types.

Note that, whether it is period type or limit type, the class of reg-

ular demand with a higher criterion value is referred to as the high

type.

4.1.2. Properties

Next we investigate the properties of mit and mi, which are at the

core of our demand classifications.

An increase in either unit revenue (ri) or unit backlogging cost (bi)

results in both a higher mit and a higher mi. While ri has the same

impact on both mit and mi, mit and mi increase at different rates as

bi goes up. This is due to the fact that backlogging costs accumulate

over periods in which the corresponding demand remains unsatis-

fied. Therefore, whether t is a part of the criterion value matters. It

might be natural for one to expect the class of regular demand with

a higher limit type to have a higher period type as well. However,

given how bi impacts mit and mi, it is also possible for the class of

regular demand with a higher limit type to have a lower period type.

Lemma 4.2 below quantifies when period type and limit type are con-

sistent and when they are not.

Lemma 4.2. For i = 1, 2 and j = 3 − i, there exists TO ≥ 0 such that

given mi ≥ mj, (i) if T ≤ TO, then mit < mjt for t = 1, 2, · · · , T; (ii) if T >

TO, then t ≤ TO ⇒ mit < mjt and TO < t ≤ T ⇒ mit ≥ mjt.

Lemma 4.2 establishes a period threshold TO. Basically, if there are

enough number of periods left before the end of the planning horizon

(i.e. t > TO), then the regular demands’ period and limit types are

consistent; otherwise they are inconsistent.

As noted earlier, bi represents the firm’s relationship with a

customer. Consider a customer whose demand carries a relatively

smaller unit revenue ri. If this customer is not as valued to the firm

as the source of the other demand, then this customer’s demand has

a relatively smaller bi and is always of the low type both period-wise

and limit-wise. If this customer has a relatively bigger bi, then it is

possible for the corresponding demand to be of the high type both

period-wise and limit-wise. First of all, bi has to be big enough for

mi (the limit of mit) to exceed mj. This way, the customer’s demand

is of the limit high (LH) type. Lemma 4.2 shows that an LH demand

(mi ≥ mj), however, is not guaranteed to also be a period high (PH)

demand. In a period that is faraway enough from the end of the plan-

ning horizon, bi can accumulate over enough number of periods to

compensate for the relatively lower ri and result in a relatively bigger

mit. Depending on the relative sizes of ri, bi, rj and bj, the threshold

period TO can be any integer between 0 and infinity. The bigger TO

is, the more periods it takes for bi to accumulate to a point that the

class of demand with a bigger bi is period high (PH). In other words,

given a planning horizon that is long enough, if a customer is im-

portant/valuable enough to the firm (i.e. has LH demand), there are

definitely periods in which this customer’s demand is of the period

high (PH) type.

Based on the definitions of period and limit types, we are able to

identify, in later sections, conditions under which the PH demand

dominates the PL demand. Intuitively, the dominant demand type

should be assigned a higher priority. The conditions for the existence

of a dominant demand, thus, help us describe the optimal policies.

4.2. Dynamic losses

What mit represents is the maximal loss from backlogging a unit

of class i demand in period t. The actual backlogging loss of a unit of

class i demand depends on the amount of unsatisfied demand from
ach regular demand class, and the firm’s capacity allocation deci-

ions in future periods. Specifically, when zit units of class i demand

nd zjt units of class j demand are currently being backlogged, post-

oning the fulfillment of an additional unit of class i demand results

n a loss of revenue ri and a backlog penalty of bi in period t. Note

hat ri + bi = mi1. The marginal impact of the action on profits from

uture periods can be expressed by αE(Gt−1)′
i
(zt + D), where α is the

iscount factor and E(Gt−1)′
i
(zt + D) = ∂EGt−1(zt +D)

∂zit
. With this under-

tanding, we define

¯ it (zit , z jt ) := mi1 − αE(Gt−1)
′
i(zt + D)

nd refer to m̄it (zit , z jt ) as the Dynamic Loss (DL) for class i in

eriod t.

We further define the Starting Dynamic Loss (SDL) m̄S
it

and the

imiting Dynamic Loss (LDL) m̄L
it

. By setting (zit, zjt) to specific values,

e have:

¯ S
it = m̄it (0, 0),

¯ L
it = lim

z jt →∞ m̄it (0, z jt ).

Since the best the firm can do with regard to regular demand alone

s not to backlog at all, we know that m̄S
it

does not exceed m̄L
it

. A more

horough study of dynamic losses is in Lemma 4.3, which examines

ow m̄it changes as decision variables change and how one class’s

ynamic losses compare to the other class’s.

emma 4.3. For i = 1, 2 and j = 3 − i, m̄it (zit , z jt ) has the follow-

ng properties: 1.
∂m̄it
∂zit

≥ ∂m̄it
∂z jt

≥0 and
∂m̄it
∂zit

≥ ∂m̄ jt

∂zit
; 2. for any z ≥ 0,

¯ it (zit , z jt + z) ≤ m̄it (zit + z, z jt ); 3. m̄S
it

≤m̄L
it

≤mit ; 4. Given mit ≥ mjt,

f mi ≥ mj then m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt

; otherwise, m̄L
it

≥ m jt ⇒ m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt

.

.3. Minimal capacity reservations

The metrics mit’s also lead to bounds on capacity reservation,

hich depends crucially on how the unit lost revenue ce compares

o the loss from backlogging a unit of regular demand. Although the

acklogging loss is affected by when the backlogged demand is even-

ually fulfilled, it is bounded from above by mit, which is the maximal

oss from period t and onward. If the firm had only one class of reg-

lar demand and needed to allocate its capacity between emergency

emand and the regular demand, the Newsvendor logic could be ap-

lied in capacity reservation. Adopting mit as the overage cost and

(ce − mit )
+ the underage cost, we define C̄it as follows. For i = 1, 2,

īt =
{

F−1
e

(
1 − mit

ce

)
, if ce ≥ mit ;

0, if ce < mit .

ince mit is a unit of class i demand’s ML (maximal loss) thereafter

f backlogged in period t, C̄it is the minimal capacity reservation for

mergency demand from class i’s perspective. Note that when ce <

it, C̄it is forced to zero. In that case, there should be no reservation

or emergency demand at all if class i constitutes the only class of

egular demand.

Since the value of mit depends on the period t in question, the

ength of the planning horizon also affects how ce compares to mit.

e show in Lemma 4.4 the existence of horizon length thresholds

hat allow mit to overtake ce.

emma 4.4. For i = 1, 2, there exist a T o
i

that satisfies the following con-

itions.

1. If T ≤ T o
i
, then ce ≥ mit for all t = 1, · · · , T;

2. If T > T o, then t ≤ T o ⇒ ce ≥ mit and T o < t ≤ T ⇒ ce < mit .
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.4. Solution approach

With notations and preliminary analysis introduced in earlier sec-

ions, we are ready to present our solution approach.

The goal of the firm is to maximize the function Vt(zt, Xt) with

espect to a two-dimension vector zt, subject to the constraint zt ∈
t (xt ). Recall that Vt (zt , Xt ) = ∑2

i=1 −(ri + bi)zit − ceE[De − (C − Xt +
t )]+ + αEGt−1(zt + D) and Zt (xt ) = {(z1t , z2t | 0 ≤ zit ≤ xit , Xt −
≤ Zt}.

Our analysis starts with a relaxation of the constraints on the de-

ision variables. Specifically, we relax Zt (xt ) to

r
t (Xt ) = {(z1t , z2t ) | 0 ≤ zit ≤ Xt , Xt − C ≤ Zt ≤ Xt},
ith the relaxation, the decision variables z1t and z2t are both con-

trained by the aggregate amount of unsatisfied demand Xt, rather

han by x1t and x2t respectively. The relaxation reduces the dimen-

ions of the constraints and therefore simplifies the analysis.

Under the relaxation, we would like to establish for each regular

emand class a best response function z̄it (z jt , Xt ), corresponding to a

iven Xt. Naturally, we need to make use of the first order derivatives

f Vt(zt, Xt). For i = 1, 2 and j = 3 − i, we have

it (zit , z jt , Xt ) = ∂Vt

∂zit

(zt , Xt ) = −mi1 + ceF̄e(Zt − Xt + C)

+αE(Gt−1)
′
i(zt + D),

here mi1 = ri + bi and E(Gt−1)′
i
(zt + D) := ∂EGt−1(zt +D)

∂zit
.

Now we formally define z̄it (z jt , Xt ) as follows:

¯it (z jt , Xt ) = arg min

[Xt −(C−C̄it )−z jt ]+≤zit ≤Xt −z jt
|vit (zit , z jt , Xt )|. (1)

Note that zit: the amount of class i demand to be backlogged in

eriod t, cannot exceed Xt − z jt because Xt is the aggregate amount

f unsatisfied regular demand in period t. On the other hand, if the

apacity reservation is C̄it : the minimal level from class i’s perspec-

ive, C − C̄it units of capacity will be used on fulfilling regular demand.

hat is, at least [Xt − (C − C̄it )]+ units of regular demand should be

acklogged in period t. Given that zjt units of class j demand are to

e backlogged in period t, zit must be bounded from below by either

t − (C − C̄it ) − z jt or 0, whichever is bigger.

The intersection of z̄it (z jt , Xt ) and z̄ jt (zit , Xt ) gives us an equilib-

ium optimal:

e
t (Xt )= arg min

zt ∈Ze
t (Xt )

|v̄it (zit , z jt )|, (2)

here

e
t (Xt ) =

{
(zit , z jt )

∣∣∣z̄it (z jt , Xt ) − zit = 0

z̄ jt (zit , Xt ) − z jt = 0

}

nd

¯ it (zit , z jt ) = vit (zit , z jt , Xt ) − v jt (z jt , zit , Xt )

= −{mi1 − αE(Gt−1)
′
i(zt + D)}

+{mj1 − αE(Gt−1)
′
j(zt + D)}.

Recall that we obtain the equilibrium optimal ze
t by relaxing the

ction space from Zt (xt ) to Zr(Xt ). By imposing the constraint zt ≤
t on ze

t , we can return to the original action space and the original

ptimization problem.

Denote by z∗
t the optimal solution. If ze

t (Xt ) ≤ xt , then z∗
t (xt ) =

e
t (Xt ). Otherwise, at least one of the dimensions in ze

t needs to be

runcated to its counterpart in xt. For example, if ze
it
(Xt ) > xit , then

he optimal solution must have z∗
it

= xit . In this case, not process-

ng any unit of class i demand in period t is the optimal decision.
ltimately, we have

z∗
it (xt ) = 1(xt ≥ ze

t )ze
it (Xt )+1(xit < ze

it )xit + 1(x jt < ze
jt )z̄it (x jt , Xt ),

∗
jt (xt ) = 1(xt ≥ ze

t )ze
jt (Xt )+1(xit < ze

it )z̄ jt (xit , Xt ) + 1(x jt < ze
jt )x jt .

(3)

The technical statements that lead to the validation of z̄it (z jt , Xt ),
e
t (Xt ), and z∗

t (xt ) are included in Appendix A.3. The proofs of those

tatements involve inductions properties (listed in Appendix A.2),

hich should hold for any period t.

Now we have presented our solution approach. It is still unclear,

hough, what the optimal policy looks like. We characterize the opti-

al policy in Section 5 through structural results that identify switch-

ng curves. Those switching curves segment the state space and speed

p the search for the optimal solution.

. The optimal policy

The optimal policy should tell the firm what to do at any possible

oint within the state space �t = {(x1t , x2t ) | xit ≥ 0 and x1t + x2t >

}. Our first step toward describing the optimal policy is defining four

on-overlapping regions within the state space �t, which is the first

uadrant excluding the origin. It is not surprising that for states that

re next to each other, optimal actions are of the same or similar

haracteristics, suggesting that the optimal actions taken by states

elonging to the same region share a common structure. By describ-

ng the characteristics of the optimal actions, we can distinguish one

egion from another.

Below is our definition of the four regions.

efinition 5.1. We can define four regions in �t, each featuring a

nique pattern for z∗
t (xt ):

1. Full-Reservation region �F
t : when xt ∈ �F

t , all C units of capacity

are reserved for emergency demand. That is, z∗
t (xt ) = xt .

2. Only-High region �H
t : when xt ∈ �H

t , no capacity is allocated to

the PL demand, and the PH demand always gets some capacity.

Mathematically, if mit ≥ mjt, we have z∗
it

= z̄it (x jt , Xt ) < xit if xit >

0 and z∗
jt

= x jt .

3. Only-Low region �L
t : when xt ∈ �L

t , no capacity is allocated to the

PH demand, and the PL demand always gets some capacity. Math-

ematically, if mit ≥ mjt, we have z∗
jt

= z̄ jt (xit , Xt ) < x jt if xjt > 0 and

z∗
it

= xit .

4. Diagonal-Stable region �S
t : when xt ∈ �S

t , both classes of regular

demand are assigned some capacity, and for any given Xt, the to-

tal amount of regular demand to be backlogged in period t is a

constant. Mathematically, z∗
t (xt ) = ze

t (Xt ).

Next we explain how to determine which region any given state

x1t, x2t) should be in. Section 5.1 offers a general outlook of the land-

cape. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 provide refined descriptions of the regions

nder different scenarios. Section 5.4 summarizes the optimal policy.

.1. General outlook

Recall that C̄1t and C̄2t represent the minimal capacity that must

e reserved for emergency demand from the perspective of class 1

nd class 2 demand, respectively. We compare the firm’s capacity C

o C̄1t and C̄2t in this section. Different ordinal ranks lead to different

ptimal solutions. We present the general results in Theorems 5.2,

.3, and 5.5.

.1.1. When the firm’s capacity is below at least one of the minimal

apacity reservation levels

If the firm’s capacity is so tight that it covers neither C̄1t nor
¯
2t , the firm has to reserve all its capacity for emergency demand.

heorem 5.2 below formalizes what it means for the firm to be tight

n capacity.
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Theorem 5.2. If C ≤ (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ), then �t = �F
t ; otherwise �F

t = ∅.

The Full-Reservation region calls for the devotion of the firm’s

full capacity to emergency demand. Theorem 5.2 shows that when

the condition C ≤ (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) is met, the Full-Reservation region is the

same as the state space, and therefore the firm’s optimal decision is

no longer affected by the state vector xt = (x1t , x2t ). Theorem 5.2 also

indicates that the Full-Reservation region disappears completely once

the firm’s capacity exceeds the minimum of C̄1t and C̄2t . That is, as the

firm’s capacity gets larger, some regular demand will be fulfilled.

Next we examine in Theorem 5.3 what happens when the firm’s

capacity is between C̄1t ∧ C̄2t and C̄1t ∨ C̄2t . We find that no PL demand

will be satisfied in this case. Recall that the PL demand has a smaller

ML (Maximal Loss). The definition of minimal capacity reservation im-

plies that the class of regular demand with a smaller ML has a larger

minimal reservation. That is, the minimal capacity reservation from

the PL demand’s perspective is C̄1t ∨ C̄2t . When the firm’s capacity C is

smaller than C̄1t ∨ C̄2t , letting the PL demand wait costs the firm less

than losing emergency demand.

We show in Theorem 5.3 that when the firm’s capacity is between
¯
1t ∧ C̄2t and C̄1t ∨ C̄2t , the firm will first reserve C̄1t ∧ C̄2t units of ca-

pacity for emergency demand, then allocate the remaining capacity

between the PH demand and emergency demand. If class i is the PH

demand, the allocation depends on two thresholds: X
p
it

(as the low

threshold) and Xc
it

(as the high threshold). Their mathematical defini-

tions are in Appendix A.3. If the amount of unsatisfied PH demand is

smaller than X
p
it
, the remaining capacity is enough to satisfy all the PH

demand and provide additional reservation for emergency demand.

If the amount of unsatisfied PH demand is larger than Xc
it
, all the re-

maining capacity will be used on the PH demand and there will still

be PH demand remaining unfulfilled. If the amount of unsatisfied PH

demand is between X
p
it

and Xc
it
, out of C − C̄1t ∧ C̄2t units of capacity,

some will be reserved for emergency demand and the rest will be

used on the PH demand, which will again not be fulfilled completely.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) < C ≤ (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ). We have �t =
�H

t . Furthermore, if class i of regular demand is the PH demand and class

j is the PL demand in period t, that is, mit ≥ mjt, the following state-

ments will hold. (1) If 0 ≤ xit ≤ X
p
it
, C̄it or more units of capacity are

reserved for emergency demand, and all the PH demand are satisfied;

(2) if X
p
it

≤ xit ≤ Xc
it
, C̄it or more units of capacity are reserved for emer-

gency demand, and only xit − z̄it (x jt , Xt ) units of the PH demand are sat-

isfied, with z̄it (x jt , Xt ) ≥ xit − (C − C̄it ),
∂ z̄it
∂xit

∈ [0, 1], and
∂ z̄it
∂x jt

= 0; (3) if

Xc
it

≤ xit , exactly C̄it units of capacity are reserved for emergency demand

while the rest of the capacity is used on the PH demand but can only sat-

isfy a fraction of it.

5.1.2. Thresholds On Xt

When the firm’s capacity exceeds C̄1t ∨ C̄2t , the minimal capac-

ity reservation is met from the perspectives of both classes of reg-

ular demand. It is not surprising that we can always find states at

which both the PH and PL demand are at least partially fulfilled. That

is, the Diagonal-Stable region will not be an empty set when the

firm’s capacity exceeds C̄1t ∨ C̄2t . Recall that the optimal solution in

the Diagonal-Stable region is z∗
t (xt ) = ze

t (Xt ) (as stated in the defi-

nition of the Diagonal-Stable region), which depends on Xt. For this

reason, we establish four thresholds on Xt.

• XFS
t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand below

which both classes of regular demand are Fully Satisfied. That is,

Xt ≤ XFS
t ⇔ ze

t (Xt ) = (0, 0).
• XPS

t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand be-

yond which both classes of regular demand are Partially Satisfied.

That is, Xt > XPS
t ⇔ ze

t (Xt ) > (0, 0).
• XMR

t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand be-

yond which the firm makes a Minimal Reservation (C̄ ∨ C̄ ) for
1t 2t
emergency demand. That is, Xt > XMR
t ⇔ Xt − (ze

1t
+ ze

2t
) = [C −

(C̄1t ∨ C̄2t )]+.
• XLI

t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand be-

yond which the desired amount of PL demand to be backlogged

is Linearly Increasing in Xt at the rate of 1. That is, when mit ≥ mjt,

we have Xt ≥ XLI
t ⇔ ∂ze

jt

∂Xt
= 1 and

∂ze
it

∂Xt
= 0.

In Lemma 5.4 below, we verify the existence of the above four

hresholds, and establish the relationships among them.

emma 5.4. Given C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), we have
∂ze

1t
∂Xt

∈ [0, 1],
∂ze

2t
∂Xt

∈ [0, 1]

nd
∂ze

1t
∂Xt

+ ∂ze
2t

∂Xt
< 1. The four thresholds {XFS

t , XPS
t , XMR

t , XLI
t } can be

dentified, and have the following properties when m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt

:

1. If mL
it

≥ m jt , then 0 < XFS
t ≤ XMR

t = XLI
t < XPS

t = ∞, ze
it
(Xt ) = 0,

and v̄it (ze
it
, ze

jt
) ≤ 0.

2. If m̄L
it

< m jt and ce > (m̄it ∧ m̄ jt ), then 0 < XFS
t ≤ XPS

t ≤ XMR
t =

XLI
t < ∞.

3. If m̄L
it

< m jt and ce ≤ (m̄it ∧ m̄ jt ), then there exists m̄E
it

∈ [m̄S
it
, m̄L

it
]

such that if ce ≤ m̄E
it

then 0 < XFS
t ≤ XMR

t ≤ XPS
t ≤ XLI

t < ∞; other-

wise, 0 < XFS
t < XPS

t ≤ XMR
t ≤ XLI

t < ∞.

4. Given m̄L
it

< m jt , if Xt < XPS
t , then ze

it
(Xt ) = 0 and v̄it (ze

it
, ze

jt
) ≤ 0;

otherwise v̄it (ze
it
, ze

jt
) = 0.

As suggested by intuition, XFS
t is the smallest threshold among the

our. The ordinal ranks of XPS
t , XMR

t , and XLI
t are affected by various

L’s although XMR
t never exceeds XLI

t . Lemma 5.4 specifies the possi-

ilities.

The condition m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt

in Lemma 5.4 implies that the very first

nit to backlog should be from class j demand, since the expected

acklogging loss caused by class j demand is smaller. If m jt ≤ m̄L
it
, the

rm should keep backlogging class j demand; otherwise, start back-

ogging class i demand.

We introduce m̄E
it

in Lemma 5.4 and refer to it as class i demand’s

qual Dynamic Loss (EDL), since whenever ce equals m̄E
it
, XMR

t equals
PS
t , namely, partial fulfillment of both classes of regular demand oc-

urs at the same time when capacity reservation for emergency de-

and is lowered to exactly C̄1t ∨ C̄2t units.

Note that when XPS
t = ∞, partial fulfillment of both classes of reg-

lar demand is not allowed. There are two cases that exclude partial

ulfillment of both regular demand classes: (1) One of the regular de-

and classes is fully satisfied and the other partially satisfied (or not

atisfied at all). (2) One of the regular demand classes is partially sat-

sfied and the other not satisfied at all. In either cases, one class of

egular demand seems to dominant the other class.

As indicated by their definitions, each of the four thresholds on Xt

epresents a beginning or an end to a pattern of the optimal solution.

he thresholds, therefore, are key to the description of the optimal

olicy.

.1.3. When the firm’s capacity exceeds both minimal reservation levels

As explained earlier, when the firm’s capacity C exceeds C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ,

he Diagonal-Stable region is not an empty set. Both regular classes of

emand are processed in period t within the Diagonal-Stable region

nd we have z∗(xt) < xt for the region. That is,

S
t = {(xit , x jt ) ≥ 0| xit + x jt = Xt , xit > ze

it (Xt ), x jt > ze
jt (Xt )}.

Intuitively, when the Diagonal-Stable region exists, the Only-High

nd Only-Low regions, if both are valid, must be on different sides of

he Diagonal-Stable region. Given a fixed amount of the PL demand,

he optimal policy looks like this: satisfying only the PL demand

f the amount of unsatisfied PH demand is small enough (may be

ero); satisfying both the PH and the PL demand if the amount of un-

atisfied PH demand grows, and satisfying only the PH demand if the
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mount of unsatisfied PH demand exceeds a higher threshold. The

hresholds form the boundaries between the regions. Characterizing

he optimal policy involves characterizing the boundaries.

For ease of presentation and without loss of generality, we will

ssume, for the rest of the paper, that class i of the regular demand is

he PH demand and class j is the PL demand in period t, that is, mit ≥
jt.

Denote by Ht and Lt the borders connecting the Diagonal-Stable

egion to the Only-High and Only-Low regions, respectively. We have

t = {(xit , x jt ) ≥ 0|xit + x jt = Xt , xit > ze
it (Xt ), x jt = ze

jt (Xt )},
Lt = {(xit , x jt ) ≥ 0|xit + x jt = Xt , x jt > ze

jt (Xt ), xit = ze
it (Xt )}.

Note that the Only-High and Only-Low regions can be expressed

athematically as follows:

H
t = {(xit , x jt ) ≥ 0|xit + x jt = Xt , xit > ze

it (Xt ), x jt ≤ ze
jt (Xt )},

�L
t = {(xit , x jt ) ≥ 0|xit + x jt = Xt , x jt > ze

jt (Xt ), xit ≤ ze
it (Xt )}.

Theorem 5.5 finds that if the Only-Low region is reduced to Lt ,

t must be the axis representing the amount of unsatisfied PL de-

and. At any state within such a line-shaped Only-Low region, there

s no unsatisfied PH demand. There are two conditions under either of

hich the Only-Low region is reduced to Lt : (i) the period types and

imit types of the regular demand are consistent; or (ii) the period

ypes and limit types of the regular demand are inconsistent, and the

DL of the PH demand is higher than the ML of the PL demand. Con-

ition (i) is easy to grasp because when the PH demand is also the LH

emand, it is apparently more costly than the PL (also LL) demand if

ot satisfied. In this case, if the Only-Low region does exist, it must be

hat there is no unsatisfied PH demand at all. Condition(ii) is a little

ore complicated. When the PH demand is no longer the LH demand,

he priority of the PH demand is weakened. By requiring the LDL of

he PH demand to be higher than the ML of the PL demand, condition

ii) strengthens the priority of the PH demand, making the reduction

f the Only-Low region to Lt reasonable. We state Theorem 5.5 for-

ally below.

heorem 5.5. Given C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), we have �t = �L
t + �S

t + �H
t and

S
t �= ∅. Specifically, given mit ≥ mjt, we have (1) �L

t = Lt ⇔ Lt =
(xit , x jt ) | xit = 0, x jt > 0}; (2.1) if mi ≥ mj, then �L

t = Lt ; (2.2) if

i < mj, then m̄L
it

≥ m jt ⇔ �L
t = Lt .

When C < (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ), the types of the regular demand do not mat-

er because no regular demand will be processed. When (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) <

≤ (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), the period type, not limit type, matters as the firm

rioritizes its demand. Specifically, the PH demand’s priority over

he PL demand is definitive when (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) < C ≤ (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ). When

(C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) < C, both period type and limit type matter. We define

he dominant PH demand scenario as the case in which one of the

onditions for the reduction of the Only-Low region to Lt holds, be-

ause under such scenario the PL demand is never fulfilled before all

he PH demand is processed. We define the non-dominant PH de-

and scenario as the case in which neither of the aforementioned

onditions is met. In order to further characterize the optimal policy,

e discuss the dominant and non-dominant PH demand scenarios in

ections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

.2. The dominant PH demand scenario

Theorem 5.5 has shown that when the PH demand is dominant,

he Only-Low region is reduced to Lt , which sits on the axis repre-

enting the PL demand. Our focus, in this section, is therefore on the

nternal structures of the Diagonal-Stable and the Only-High regions.

.2.1. The Diagonal-Stable region

Within the Diagonal-Stable region, both the PH and PL demand are

rocessed, at least partially. Because of the priority the PH demand
as over the LH demand here in Section 5.2, the fulfillment of the

L demand implies that no PH demand will be backlogged. In other

ords, if a state xt = (xit , x jt ) belongs to the Diagonal-Stable region,

he optimal policy requires that all xit units of the PH demand be ful-

lled in period t. Whether all xjt unit of the PL demand will be fulfilled

epends on how Xt = xit + x jt compares to thresholds XFS
t and XMR

t .

Recall that XFS
t is defined as the aggregate amount of unsatisfied

egular demand below which both classes of regular demand are fully

atisfied and XMR
t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular de-

and beyond which the firm makes a minimal reservation (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt )

or emergency demand. With mit ≥ mjt, we have C̄ jt = (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ).

Lemma 4.3 in Section 4.2 has shown that if the PH demand is

ominant, namely, either (i) mi ≥ mj or (ii) mi < mj and m̄L
it

> m jt ,

hen m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt

. Satisfaction of the last condition allows us to apply

emma 5.4 in Section 5.1.2, and doing so tells us that 0 < XFS
t ≤ XMR

t =
LI
t < XPS

t = ∞. Note that XLI
t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied

egular demand beyond which the desired amount of PL demand to

e backlogged is linearly increasing in Xt at the rate of 1. So, XMR
t = XLI

t

uggests that as soon as the reservation for emergency demand is

owered to exactly C̄ jt units, every additional unit of the regular de-

and should translate into an additional unit of the PL demand being

acklogged. Also note that XPS
t is the aggregate amount of unsatis-

ed regular demand beyond which both classes of regular demand

re partially satisfied. The result that XPS
t = ∞ is consistent with the

act that no PL demand can be processed before all the PH demand

s fulfilled, which is due to the dominance of the PH demand in this

ection.

Corollary 5.6 formalizes the characterization of the Diagonal-

table region.

orollary 5.6. Suppose C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) and mit ≥ mjt. Either (i) mi ≥
j or (ii) mi < mj and m̄L

it
> m jt . For any xt ∈ �S

t , z∗
it

= 0, z∗
jt

< x jt

f xjt > 0 and z∗
jt

= 0 if x jt = 0, and
∂z∗

jt

∂xit
= ∂z∗

jt

∂x jt
. Furthermore, 1. Xt ≤

FS
t ⇒ z∗

jt
= 0, 2. XFS

t < Xt < XMR
t ⇒ ∂z∗

jt

∂xit
∈ (0, 1), and 3. XMR

t ≤ Xt ⇒
∗
jt

= Xt − C + C̄ jt .

Basically, if Xt is small enough (≤XFS
t ), all xjt units of the PL demand

ill be satisfied and C − (xit + x jt ) = C − Xt units of capacity are re-

erved for emergency demand. Since XFS
t ≤ XMR

t we know that C − Xt

hould be at least the minimal reservation capacity C̄ jt = C̄it ∨ C̄ jt

hen Xt ≤ XFS. If Xt is big enough (≥XMR), the firm’s C units of ca-

acity should be divided into three groups: C̄ jt units will be reserved

or emergency demand, xit units will be used to fulfill all the PH de-

and, and the rest (x jt − z∗
jt

) units of capacity will be used to fulfill

he PL demand where z∗
jt

is C̄ jt + xit + x jt − C = Xt − (C − C̄ jt ), the dif-

erence between the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand

t and the firm’s capacity after the minimal reservation C̄ jt . So, when

t ≥ XMR
t , every additional unit of the regular demand translates into

n additional unit of the PL demand being backlogged. Interestingly,

ince z∗
jt
, the optimal amount of the PL demand to be backlogged in

eriod t, is determined by Xt, as opposed to xjt, z∗
jt

is affected by the

mount of unsatisfied PH and PL demand equally, instead of by the

mount of unsatisfied PL demand alone. If Xt is between XFS
t and XMR

t ,
∗
jt

is between zero and Xt − (C − C̄ jt ). Furthermore, an additional unit

f regular demand does not necessarily result in an increase in z∗
jt

be-

ause the capacity reservation for emergency demand can be lowered

rom C − XFS
t toward C̄ jt when XFS

t < Xt < XMR
t .

It is interesting to note that for any state in the Diagonal-Stable

egion that corresponds to a given Xt, the optimal amount of the PH

emand to be backlogged is zero and the optimal amount of the PL

emand to be backlogged is a constant. Recall that Ht is the Diagonal-

table region’s border with the Only-High region. Let Ht (Xt ) rep-

esent the intersection of Ht and the diagonal line that contains
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Fig. 1. The segmentation of �t under the optimal policy when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥
mjt and mi ≥ mj .

Fig. 2. The position of five representative lines when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt and

mi ≥ mj .
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all the states with the same aggregate amount of unsatisfied regu-

lar demand: Xt. The optimal amount of the PL demand to be back-

logged given Xt is just the coordinate of Ht (Xt ) that represents the PL

demand.

5.2.2. The Only-High region

For the Only-High region, our focus is on the optimal amount of

the PH demand to be backlogged z∗
it
(xt ).

When the horizontal axis represents the unsatisfied PH demand,

the Only-High region is to the right of the Diagonal-Stable region.

Recall that Ht is the border between the Only-High region and the

Diagonal-Stable region. That is, all points inside the Only-High region

are to the right of Ht . In order to describe how z∗
it

changes within

the Only-High region, we further define two switching curves: HF
t

and HM
t . HF

t is closer to Ht than HM
t is. If xt is between Ht and HF

t ,

then z∗
it

= 0 (i.e. all the unsatisfied PH demand will be fulfilled in pe-

riod t) and at least C̄it units of the firm’s capacity are reserved for

emergency demand. If xt is between HF
t and HM

t , then some PH de-

mand will be backlogged and at least C̄it units of the firm’s capac-

ity are reserved for emergency demand. If xt is to the right of HM
t ,

then z∗
it

= xit − (C − C̄it ) (i.e. C − C̄it units of the PH demand will be

fulfilled) and exactly C̄it units of capacity are reserved for emergency

demand.

Recall that we use the thresholds X
p
it

and Xc
it

to separate the Only-

High region into three parts when (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) ≤ C ≤ (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) (in

Section 5.1). If we were to draw HF
t and HM

t in that case, HF
t would be

a straight line that parallels the vertical axis (representing the PL de-

mand) and intersects with the horizontal axis (representing the PH

demand) at xit = X
p
it
, and HM

t would also parallel the vertical axis

and intersect the horizontal axis at xit = Xc
it

. When (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) < C,HF
t

still intersects with the horizontal axis at xit = X
p
it

and HM
t still inter-

sects with the horizontal axis at xit = Xc
it

. But, neither HF
t nor HM

t is a

straight line when (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) < C. That is, the level of the unsatisfied

PL demand (i.e. xjt) affects the thresholds on xit here.

We characterize the shapes and positions of HF
t , HM

t and Ht in

Lemma A.8 in Appendix A.4.

We create Fig. 1 in order to show how the state space �t is mapped

into the Only-High and Diagonal-Stable regions when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ),

mit ≥ mjt, and mi ≥ mj. Note that the Full-Reservation region does not

exist and the Only-Low region is reduced to the vertical border of the

first quadrant under these conditions. While the shapes and sizes of

the three subregions of �S
t remain the same as ce changes, the shapes

and sizes of the three subregions of �H
t depend on which range ce

falls into.

We make two observations from Fig. 1. Note that the horizontal

axis represents the PH demand.

• The intersection of Ht and the horizontal axis is the state at which

there are XFS
t units of unsatisfied PH demand and zero unsatisfied

PL demand. Given the rightward leaning Ht , any state with fewer

units of unsatisfied PH demand than XFS
t must be in the Diagonal-

Stable region, as opposed to the Only-High region.
• Although both Ht and HF

t are initially rightward leaning and HM
t

is initially leftward leaning as they start from the horizontal axis,
all three curves become straight lines when the amount of unsat-

isfied PL demand xjt is big enough. That is, changes in xjt no longer

affect the positions of the curves when xjt is big enough.

.2.3. Graphs of the optimal policy

In the above two sections, we explain the structure of the opti-

al policy by describing the borders outlining the Diagonal-Stable

nd Only-High regions and the thresholds within the two regions.

ased on the propositions and lemmas we provide in those sections,

e are also able to plot graphs depicting the optimal policy directly.

n Figs. 2–4, we present graphical illustrations of the optimal policy

rom various perspectives given that C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt and

i ≥ mj. In these figures, whenever the dominant PH demand (Class i)

s plotted, it is represented by the horizontal axis, and whenever the

L demand (Class j) is plotted, it is represented by the vertical axis.

Our state-space is two-dimensional and so is the space for the op-

imal policy. Instead of attempting to plot four-dimensional figures,

e show what the optimal policy looks like from the perspectives

f five lines in two-dimensional figures. Fig. 2 depicts the positions

f the five representative lines in the state space �t. Line (1) is repre-

entative of any 135 degree line within the Diagonal-Stable region. By

oving Line (1) parallelly within the Diagonal-Stable region, we can

over the whole region. Line (2) is parallel to the horizontal axis. As

ine (2) moves upward and downward, it can cover the whole state

pace. The purpose of Line (2) is to illustrate how z∗
it

and z∗
jt

change

ith respect to xit when xjt is fixed. Lines (3), (4) and (5) are parallel

o the vertical axis. They intersect with Ht , HF
t and HM

t , respectively.

e outline the look of the optimal policy as xjt changes when xit is

xed via Lines (3), (4) and (5).

Fig. 2 also describes how to find the optimal policy for any state

n Line (1). Line (1) is a 135 degree line between the vertical axis and

t , i.e. the border between the Diagonal-Stable region and the Only-

igh region. For each state on the 135 degree line, the corresponding

ptimal policy (z∗
it
, z∗

jt
) equals (0, ze

jt
). Recall that we can find (ze

it
, ze

jt
)

or each Xt, and all states on the same 135 degree line have the same

t. For each 135 degree line, the corresponding ze
jt

is just the vertical

oordinate of the intersection of the line and Ht . Note that the length

f the horizontal arrow originated from a state on Line (1) represents

he amount of PH demand that will be satisfied within period t and

he length of the vertical arrow originated from a state on Line (1)

epresents the amount of PL demand that will be satisfied within pe-

iod t. Clearly, all unsatisfied PH demand (xit) will be processed within

eriod t.

As shown in Fig. 2, Line (2) intersects with Ht , HF
t , and HM

t at

oints B, C, and D, respectively. We plot z∗
it

and z∗
jt

as functions of xit

eparately in Fig. 3. In both plots, xjt is fixed at xo
jt
, which is the vertical

oordinate of Points B, C, and D. z∗
it

starts from zero when xit is zero.
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Fig. 3. The optimal policy corresponding to Line (2) when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt and mi ≥ mj .

Fig. 4. The optimal policy corresponding to Lines (3)–(5) when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt and mi ≥ mj .
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s xit increases, z∗
it

remains at zero until xit reaches xC
it
, which is the

orizontal coordinate of Point C. z∗
it

increases strictly, thereafter. z∗
it

’s

ate of increase is smaller than one before xit reaches xD
it
, which is the

orizontal coordinate of Point D, becomes one when xit reaches xD
it
,

nd stays at one as xit continues to increase. Note that z∗
it

= xit − (C −
īt ) when xit exceeds xD

it
. z∗

jt
also starts from zero when xit is zero. As

it increases, z∗
jt

stays at zero initially and then increases strictly until

it reaches xB
it
, which is the horizontal coordinate of Point B. At that

tate, which is (xB
it
, xo

jt
), z∗

jt
equals xo

jt
. As xit continues to increase,

∗
jt

stays at xo
jt

. Note that Line (2) enters the Only-High region once it

rosses Point B from the Diagonal-Stable region.

Line (3) is parallel to the vertical axis and intersects Ht (the bor-

er between the Diagonal-Stable and the Only-High regions) at Point

. The higher part of Line (3) is inside the Diagonal-Stable region and

he lower part is inside the Only-High region. For any state on Line

3), z∗
it

= 0. In the first plot of Fig. 4, we fix xit at xB
it
, i.e. the horizontal

oordinate of Point B, and plot how z∗
jt

changes as xjt increases. We

rite (3) on the vertical axis of this plot to distinguish it from others.
∗
jt

increase strictly as xjt increases. Initially, z∗
jt

= x jt . That is, z∗
jt

’s rate

f increase is one. The rate drops below one after xjt reaches xo
jt

. The

maller-than-one rate lasts for a while as xjt increases. Eventually, the

ate of increase goes up to one. Once there, z∗
jt

= x jt + xB
it

− (C − C̄ jt )

nd z∗
jt

’s rate of increase stays at one as xjt continues to increase. That

s, for states lower than Point B on Line (3), z∗
jt

increases at the same
ate as xjt; for states higher than Point B on Line (3), z∗
jt

increases

lower than xjt initially as a result of going from the Only-High re-

ion to the Diagonal-Stable region, but z∗
jt

’s rate of increase eventu-

lly goes up to one.

Lines (4) and (5) are parallel to the vertical axis and intersect HF
t

nd HM
t at Points C and D, respectively. Lines (4) and (5) are inside

he Only-High region because the thresholds HF
t and HM

t are within

he Only-High region. The definition of the Only-High region implies

hat for any state on Lines (4) and (5), z∗
jt

equals xjt. For Lines (4) and

5), we fix xit at xC
it

and xD
it
, respectively, and plot z∗

it
as xjt changes in

ig. 4. We write (4) on the vertical axis in the plot for Line (4) and do

he same for Line (5). For Line (4), as xjt increases, z∗
it

decreases strictly

ntil xjt reaches xo
jt
, which is the vertical coordinate of Points B, C and

. z∗
it

drops to 0 when x jt = xo
jt

and stays at 0 as xjt further increases.

he optimal policy for Line (5) is similar but slightly different. For

ine (5), as xjt increases, z∗
it

also decreases strictly until xjt reaches xo
jt

.

owever, z∗
it

is strictly positive when x jt = xo
jt

. At the state (xD
it
, xo

jt
),

∗
it

= xD
it

− (C − C̄it ). As xjt further increases, z∗
it

remains the same.

.3. The non-dominant PH demand scenario

When t ≤ TO, the regular demand’s period and limit types are in-

onsistent. Given our assumption of mit ≥ mjt, we have mi < mj in

eriod t ≤ TO. In addition to the inconsistency of period and limit

ypes, we also require m jt ≤ m̄L
it

to hold for the PH demand to be
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Fig. 5. The segmentation of �t under optimal policy when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt , mi < mj , and m̄L
it

< mjt .
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non-dominant. We examine what happens under these conditions in

this section. As in the previous section, we use the horizontal axis to

represent the PH demand in our graphical descriptions.

5.3.1. The Only-High region

The analysis on the Only-High region when the PH demand is non-

dominant is similar to that in Section 5.2. Again, the characterizations

of the switching curves HF
t and HM

t are at the core of the analysis. The

shapes of HF
t and HM

t , however, are more varied as shown in Fig. 5.

The non-dominance of the PH demand implies that more parameter

comparisons are needed when determining the optimal policy.

When the PH demand is dominant, we need to know where ce

lands with respect to the interval [m jt , m̄L
it

]. When the PH demand

is non-dominant, we need to know where ce lands with respect to

either the interval [m̄E
it
, m jt ] or the interval [m̄E

jt
, m jt ], in addition to

the ordinal ranks of m̄S
it

and m̄S
jt

. Lemmas A.9 and Appendix A.10 in

Appendix A.4 provide the details.

5.3.2. The Only-Low region

In the Only-Low region, the PH demand is not satisfied at all

(z∗
it

= xit ) and the amount of the PL demand to be backlogged is

z∗
jt

= z̄ jt (xit , Xt ) in period t.

As in the Only-High region, we can also identify two switching

curves LF
t and LM

t here, splitting the Only-Low region into three ar-

eas with unique patterns of z∗
jt

. Since the horizontal axis represents

the PH demand, the Only-Low region is to the left of the Diagonal-

Stable region with the border Lt between them. LF
t is closer to Lt

than LM
t is. If the state xt is between Lt and LF

t , then z∗
jt

= 0 (i.e.

all the PL demand will be fulfilled). If xt is between LF
t and LM

t ,

then some PL demand will remain unfulfilled and at least C̄ jt units

of capacity are reserved for emergency demand. If xt is to the left of

LM
t , then z∗

jt
= x jt − (C − C̄ jt ) and exactly C̄ jt units of capacity are re-

served for emergency demand. Lemmas A.11 and Appendix A.12 in

Appendix A.4 describe the shapes and positions of LF
t and LM

t under

various parameter combinations.

Although the two regions share structural similarities, the Only-

High and Only-Low regions are not symmetrical. The Only-high re-

gion has a lower bound on the PH demand and no upper bound on

the PL demand while the Only-Low region has a lower bound on the

PL demand and also an upper bound on the PH demand. That is, for
he PH (or the PL demand) to be the sole type of regular demand that

ets any capacity allocation, the amount of unsatisfied PH (or PL) de-

and must exceed certain threshold. Meanwhile, if there is too much

nsatisfied PH demand, the firm will have to allocate some capacity

o it. However, it is possible for the firm to fulfill only the PH demand

ven if the amount of unsatisfied PL demand goes to infinity.

.3.3. The Diagonal-Stable region

Inside the Diagonal-Stable region, both classes of the regular de-

and are processed. That is, z∗
t < xt . Applying the definition of ze

t

from Section 4.4), we know that z∗
t = ze

t (Xt ) < xt for each state in-

ide the Diagonal-Stable region. The optimal amount of demand to

e backlogged (z∗
t ) is therefore affected by the state xt through the

ggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand (Xt). The internal

tructure of the region and the borders of the region, namely, Lt and

t , are all driven by the value of Xt.

Recall that we need the thresholds XFS
t and XMR

t = XLI
t on Xt when

iscussing the Diagonal-Stable region in the dominant PH demand

cenario. When the PH demand is non-dominant, XLI
t is no longer

uaranteed to equal XMR
t and XPS

t is no longer infinity. Recall that
PS
t is the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand beyond

hich both classes of regular demand are partially satisfied. These

our thresholds: XFS
t , XPS

t , XMR
t , and XLI

t , shape the turning points of

he optimal policy and segment different patterns of the optimal pol-

cy in the Diagonal-Stable region in the non-dominant PH demand

cenario. The ordinal ranks of the four thresholds are discussed in

emma 5.4 in Section 5.1.2. The possibilities listed there shed light on

he characterization of the optimal policy here.

Xt must be in one of these three intervals: [0, XFS
t ], (XFS

t , XLI
t ), and

XLI
t , +∞). Let B = H,L. We use Bt (Xt ) to denote a point on Bt such

hat the aggregate amount of unsatisfied regular demand is Xt at the

tate. The coordinates of Bt (Xt ) are Bit (Xt ) and B jt (Xt ).

• When Xt ≤ XFS
t , it is clear that Lt (Xt ) = (0, Xt ) and Ht (Xt ) =

(Xt , 0).
• When Xt ≥ XLI

t , by the definition of XMR
t and XLI

t , we know

∂Hit

∂Xt
= ∂Lit

∂Xt
= 0,

∂H jt

∂Xt
= ∂L jt

∂Xt
= 1, and Hit − Lit = C − C jt .

• When XFS
t < Xt < XLI

t , Bit (Xt ) = Xt − B jt (Xt ) for B = H,L. Under

this condition, Lemma 5.7 characterizes the shapes and positions

of Lt and Ht , making use of the thresholds XPS and XMR.
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Table 1

Overview of the optimal policy.

Regions Existence conditions Thresholds or switching curves

Full-Reservation C ≤ (C̄it ∧ C̄ jt ) N/A

Only-High

(C̄it ∧ C̄ jt ) < C ≤ (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) X p
it

and Xc
it

(C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) < C
HF

t (meets the PH demand axis at X p
it

)

HM
t (meets the PH demand axis at Xc

it
)

Diagonal-Stable (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) < C XFS
t , XPS

t , XMR
t , and XLI

t

Only-Low (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) < C
LF

t (meets the PL demand axis at X p
jt

)

LM
t (meets the PL demand axis at Xc

jt
)
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emma 5.7. Let p = i if m̄S
jt

≤ m̄S
it

and p = j otherwise. Consider C >

(C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ). Given mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj, m̄L
it

< m jt , and XFS
t < Xt < XLI

t , we

ave

1. If ce ≥ mjt, (i) Xt ≤ XPS
t ⇒ ∂Ipt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1) and Jpt =0; (ii) XPS

t ≤ Xt <

XLI
t ⇒ ∂Ipt

∂Xt
,

∂Jpt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1).

2. If m jt > ce ≥ m̄E
pt , (i) Xt ≤ XPS

t ⇒ ∂Ipt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1) and Jpt = 0; (ii)

XPS
t ≤ Xt < XMR

t ⇒ ∂Ipt

∂Xt
,

∂Jpt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1); (iii) XMR

t ≤ Xt < XLI
t ⇒ Ipt −

Jpt = C − C̄ jt and
∂Ipt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1).

3. If ce < m̄E
pt , (i) Xt ≤ XMR

t ⇒ ∂Ipt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1) and Jpt = 0; (ii) XMR

t ≤
Xt < XPS

t ⇒ Ipt = C and Jpt = 0; (iii) XPS
t ≤ Xt < XLI

t ⇒ Ipt − Jpt =
C and

∂Ipt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1).

The borders and internal structures of the Diagonal-Stable, Only-

ow and Only-High regions are complicated when the PH demand is

ot dominant. We create Fig. 5 in order to illustrate the segmentation

f the state space �t when C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj, and

¯ L
it

< m jt . Depending on which range ce falls into and how m̄S
it

com-

ares to m̄S
jt
, the borders and internal structures of the three regions

ave six different looks.

In Fig. 5, cases (a1), (b1), and (c1) correspond to the condition

¯ S
it

≥ m̄S
jt
, and cases (a2), (b2), and (c2) are under the condition

¯ S
it

< m̄S
jt

. Since the first unit of backlogged demand should be from

he class of regular demand with a smaller SDL, the Only-Low region

ecomes larger when the PL demand’s (class j’s) SDL exceeds the PH

emand’s.

.4. Summary of the optimal policy

The optimal policy is characterized by various thresholds and

witching curves. Table 1 provides a summary of the thresholds and

witching curves, which segment the regions. Each segmentation fea-

ures a unique pattern of optimal actions.

The optimal policy involves allocating the firm’s capacity to

mergency demand and two classes of regular demand. We sum-

arize, below, the behaviors of the optimal policy from the per-

pectives of reservation, priority assignment and competition for

apacity.

Reservation property. When the PL demand is not allowed to

ccess capacity, either C̄it = C̄it ∧ C̄ jt (i.e. the minimal reservation

riven by the PH demand) or more units of capacity are reserved

or emergency demand. When the PL demand has a claim on capac-

ty, either C̄ jt = C̄it ∨ C̄ jt (i.e. the minimal reservation driven by the

L demand) or more units of capacity are reserved for emergency

emand.

As long as C > (C̄it ∧ C̄ jt ), there is a threshold or switching curve

eyond which the optimal reservation for emergency demand is

xactly C̄it or C̄ jt units. There is also a threshold or switching
urve below which the firm reserves at least C̄it or C̄ jt units of ca-

acity for emergency demand in addition to satisfying all regular

emand.

Priority property. We identify conditions under which the PH de-

and is dominant. When the PH demand is dominant, the PL demand

s in contention for capacity allocation only after all the PH demand

s fulfilled. When the PH demand is non-dominant (i.e. mit ≥ mjt, mi

mj, and m̄L
it

< m jt ), anything can happen: both the PH demand and

he PL demand could be the only class of regular demand that is ful-

lled; both the PH demand and the PL demand can be partially ful-

lled; either class of regular demand can be completely fulfilled while

he other class is partially fulfilled.

Competition property. Naturally, the more unsatisfied demand

here is for one class of regular demand, the more capacity will be

llocated to this class (in the weak sense). This is true whether the

H demand is dominant or not.

When the PH demand is dominant, the capacity allocated to the

H demand never decreases, and may increase even as the amount

f unsatisfied PL demand grows, while the capacity allocated to the

L demand never increases as the amount of unsatisfied PH demand

rows. Corollary 5.8 formalizes this result.

orollary 5.8. Let C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) and mit ≥ mjt. Suppose either (i) mi ≥
j or (ii) mi < mj and m̄L

it
≥ m jt holds. We have y∗

it
(xt ) = xit − z∗

it
(xt )

ith
∂y∗

it
∂xit

∈ [0, 1],
∂y∗

it
∂x jt

∈ [0, 1],
∂y∗

jt

∂x jt
∈ [0, 1] and

∂y∗
jt

∂xit
∈ [−1, 0].

When the PH demand is non-dominant, the amount of capacity

llocated to one class of regular demand does not always respond to

hanges in the competing class’s unsatisfied demand in a monotonic

ay. As the amount of unsatisfied demand in one class grows, the

apacity allocated to the competiting class may decrease, increase, or

rst increase and then decrease. Several factors influence the trend,

or example, ce, EDL’s, SDL’s and the state xt. Corollary 5.9 provides

he details.

orollary 5.9. Let C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) and mit ≥ mjt. Given mi < mj and

¯ L
it

< m jt , we have y∗
it
(xt ) = xit − z∗

it
(xt ) with

∂y∗
it

∂xit
∈ [0, 1] and | ∂y∗

it
∂x jt

| ∈
0, 1]. More specifically,

1. Given m̄S
it

≥ m̄S
jt
, if ce < m̄E

it
, then y∗

jt
decreases in xit; otherwise,

there exist x jt < x jt so that (i) if x jt < x jt < x jt , y∗
jt

first increases

then decreases in xit; (ii) otherwise, y∗
jt

decreases in xit.

2. Given m̄S
it

< m̄S
jt
, if ce < m̄E

jt
, then y∗

it
decreases in xjt; otherwise,

there exist xit < xit so that (i) xit ≤ xit ⇒ y∗
it

decreases in xjt; (ii) xit <

xit ≤ xit ⇒ y∗
it

first increases then decreases in xjt; (iii) if xit < xit ,

then y∗
it

is monotonic in xjt, and ce ≥ m jt ⇔ y∗
it

increases in xjt.

. Numerical studies

The optimal policy we have characterized is complex. Its imple-

entation requires carefully written computer programs. We design

ur numerical studies with two purposes in mind. First, we would like

o use a numerical example to further illustrate how an optimal policy

ooks. Second, practitioners would be interested to know if there are

imple heuristics that work well. We evaluate, here, the performance

f a few heuristics in this section. Some of them reflect current indus-

rial practices and others are designed based on our derivation of the

ptimal policy.

The heuristics we examine here take the following steps to solve

he firm’s reservation and prioritization problem: First, reserve ca-

acity for emergency orders. Second, assign all the remaining capac-

ty or the amount needed, whichever is smaller, to the class of regular

rders with a higher priority. Third, if there is still capacity left, satisfy

he class of regular orders with a lower priority as many as possible.
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Fig. 6. The percentage loss from using heuristics versus the optimal policy (logarithm

scaled).
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The three steps are implemented at the beginning of each period. The

heuristics differ from each other in how the reservation quantity is

determined, and/or which class of regular orders is assigned a higher

priority.

The prioritization policies. For the prioritization problem, we

examine two heuristics: OptR-LH1st and OptR-PH1st. OptR refers to

the practice of choosing the optimal reservation quantity based on

an exhaustive search. While LH1st always assigns a higher priority

to the class of orders determined to be LH, PH1st assigns a higher

priority to the class of orders determined to be PH in the current

period. If the planning horizon is long enough (>TO), PH orders be-

come LH orders in any period t > TO. In order to showcase the impact

of the prioritization policies LH1st and PH1st, we design a numeri-

cal study in which the length of a planning horizon does not exceed

TO. Specifically, the following parameters are considered in Numerical

Study 1.

α = 0.98; x1T = x2T = 5; r1 = 15; b1 = 2; r2 = 2; b2 = 3;
C = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25; ce = 20, 30, 40, 50; T = 6, 8, 10, 12.

Each class of regular orders and the emergency orders have the same

demand distribution, which can be one of the following: (1) uni-

form distribution with support [1, 10]; (2) triangle distribution with

mean = 5.5 and coefficient of variation = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4.

We do not observe any structural change induced by probabilistic

distribution parameters. The values of the thresholds are, naturally,

different with different distribution parameters. We make the follow-

ing observations from Numerical Study 1.

� PH1st is a much better prioritization policy than LH1st. Under

each of the parameter combinations we have tested, PH1st domi-

nates LH1st. On average, OptR-PH1st generates 53.61 percent more

expected profit than OptR-LH1st does.

Static prioritization policies that are similar to ABC classification

are common in industry practices. LH1st is the most reasonable static

prioritization policy we can think of. Nevertheless, Numerical Study

1 shows that LH1st significantly underperforms PH1st, a dynamic pri-

oritization policy that reevaluates the regular orders’ priorities each

period.

� When combined with the reservation policy OptR, PH1st’s per-

formance is very close to that of the optimal policy. On average, the

heuristic OptR-PH1st generates 0.66 percent less expected profit than

the optimal policy does.

PH1st adjusts in each period the regular orders’ priorities based

on accumulated backlogging costs from the current period onward.

This is also how the optimal policy determines the regular orders’

priority. While the optimal policy may process PL orders before all

PH orders are satisfied, PH1st does not fulfill any PL orders until all

PH orders are satisfied. Since PL orders are not as profitable, not pro-

cessing enough PL orders does not hurt the performance of PH1st

much.

� At extreme capacity levels, the benefit of applying the optimal

policy is not evident. Fig. 6(a) illustrates this point.

When there is ample capacity, heuristics do not hurt the firm

much because most of the orders can be processed without penalty

regardless of the reservation and prioritization policies. When capac-

ity is scarce, the optimal policy does not improve the firm’s profit

much because the firm has to let most regular orders wait and/or lose

emergency orders anyway. When the firm’s capacity is at intermedi-

ate levels, some orders are satisfied while others have to wait or be

lost. In this case, choosing the class and amount of orders to fulfill

make a difference because orders belonging to different classes have

different financial consequences.

The reservation policies. We consider three simple reservation

policies: NoR, AvgR and MinR. NoR refers to the practice of not

making any reservation for emergency orders. From our conversa-

tions with practitioners, we have learned that although the necessity

of reserving capacity for emergency orders is recognized, capacity
eservations are rare in practice for lack of guidance. AvgR refers to

he practice of reserving
C1t +C2t

2 units of capacity for emergency or-

ers. In MinR, the amount of capacity reserved for emergency orders

epends on how xht compares to C − Clt . If xht ≤ C − Clt then Clt units

f capacity are reserved for emergency orders. If xht > C − Clt then

ht units of capacity is reserved for emergency orders. Note that the

ubscript h refers to either Class 1 or 2, whichever is determined to

e the PH type. Similarly, the subscript l refers to either Class 1 or 2,

hichever is determined to be the PL type.

Matched with the prioritization policy PH1st, we evaluate three

euristics in Numerical Study 2. All the parameters except b2 take

he same values here as those in Numerical Study 1. We set b2 to 1

ere. As a result, the regular orders have consistent types and PH1st

ecomes the optimal prioritization policy. The performances of the

euristics now rest on the reservation policies of interest.

We make the following observations from Numerical Study 2.

� A firm’s reservation policy has a significant impact on its ex-

ected profit. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the consequence of not making

ny reservation can be devastating. Simple reservation policies like

vgR and MinR definitely improve the situation but neither is guar-

nteed to generate expected profits close to the optimal level even

hen combined with the optimal prioritization policy.

� The benefit of applying the optimal reservation policy is the

ost evident when a firm’s capacity is at intermediate levels, as

hown in Fig. 6(b). With scarce capacity, outsourcing of emergency

rders and backlogging of both classes of regular orders are almost

urely to happen regardless of how reservation is made. With am-

le capacity, most of emergency orders and regular orders will be

rocessed with or without reservations. In these two scenarios, the

xpected profit resulting from PH1st-AvgR and PH1st-MinR are both

lose to the optimal level. When capacity is at intermediate lev-

ls, the reservation quantity affects how many orders from each

lass are fulfilled and hence an optimal reservation decision becomes

ritical.

� The performance of MinR does not dominate that of AvgR. AvgR

as a static reservation level while MinR adjusts the reservation level

ased on how the queue length of the PH orders compares to capacity

ach period. Numerical Study 2 indicates that setting a fixed reserva-

ion level is not necessarily a worse policy than adjusting the reser-

ation level periodically in a simple way. Under the optimal policy,

he reservation level can be the minimal reservation quantities: Clt

nd Cht , or larger quantities, and choosing which quantity to use in-

olves examinations of several factors. MinR sticks to the two mini-

al reservation quantities and chooses between them through a sim-

le comparison. While MinR is much easier to implement, it adopts a

eservation quantity smaller than the optimal one from time to time.

aking the average of Clt and Cht as the reservation quantity, AvgR

ever makes the optimal reservation, but it has a reservation quan-

ity closer to the optimal level than MinR does when MinR chooses

< C and the optimal policy does not.
ht lt
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Overall, we find a great prioritization policy that is simple to use:

H1st. But, a firm will not benefit much from PH1st if it is not ac-

ompanied with a good reservation policy. When a firm has extreme

apacity levels, AvgR or MinR can be considered as substitutes of the

ptimal reservation policy. When a firm has intermediate capacity

evels, applying the complicated optimal policy is worthwhile.

. Conclusion

We formulate a finite-horizon, discrete-time, dynamic program-

ing model in which a firm decides how to make reservation for

mergency demand and how to prioritize two classes of regular de-

and. The reservation decision is difficult because it must be made

efore emergency demand arrives. The prioritization decision is diffi-

ult because (1) backlogging cost accumulates over multiple periods

efore a unit of regular demand is satisfied while revenue is only col-

ected upon the fulfillment of regular demand and (2) a unit of regular

emand with a higher revenue may have a smaller backlogging cost.

We develop metrics that help prioritize demand, identify condi-

ions under which one class of regular demand is dominant, and fully

haracterize the optimal policy. Our research suggests that a one-

ize-fits-all capacity allocation rule does not exist because the firm’s

ptimal prioritization and reservation policy is period-dependent.

e also find that the existence of the dominant demand type is not

utomatic. When one of the regular demand classes is dominant, it

s processed before the other regular demand class gets any capacity

llocation. And, more dominant demand does not necessarily result

n more backlogs because the firm can cut down on capacity reser-

ation, if necessary or possible. When none of the regular demand

lasses is dominant, the class of regular demand with a smaller max-

mal loss could be processed before the other class gets any capacity

llocation.

upplementary material

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found,

n the online version, at 10.1016/j.ejor.2015.06.020

ppendix A. Supplementary Technical Statements

.1. Properties of the first-order-derivative related functions

emma A.1. vit(zit, zjt, Xt) is continuous in zit, zjt and Xt, with
∂vit
∂zit

≤ ∂vit
∂z jt

≤− ∂vit
∂Xt

≤0. C ≥Cit ⇔vit (zit , z jt , zit + z jt )≤0 and C �=Cit ⇒
it (zit , z jt , zit + z jt ) �=0.

emma A.2. Given C >Cit , vit (z̄it , z jt , Xt ) ≤ 0. More specifically, if z
p
jt

<

jt ≤Xt then vit (z̄it , z jt , Xt )<0; if zc
jt

<z jt ≤z
p
jt

then vit (zt , Xt )=0; oth-

rwise, mit ≤ce ⇒vit (z̄it , z jt , Xt )=0 and mit >ce ⇒vit (z̄it , z jt , Xt )<0.

emma A.3. v̄it (zit , z jt ) decreases in zit but increases in zjt. Given z jt ≤
p
jt
(Xt ) and zit = z̄it (z jt , Xt ), if v̄it (zit , z jt ) ≤ 0 then z̄ jt (zit , Xt ) ≥ z jt ; and

f v̄it (zit , z jt ) ≥ 0, then z̄ jt (zit , Xt ) ≤ z jt .

.2. Induction properties and their impact on dynamic losses

Since we solve the (MDP) model by backward induction, the same

roup of induction properties should hold for all the periods t =
, 2, · · · , T .

IPM
t . The monotonic properties of the first derivatives of Gt(xt).

his set of properties aims to establish the joint concavity and sub-

odularity of Gt(xt) in xt. Due to the possibility of mit > ce(which

orces C̄it to 0), even with the continuous differentiable assumption

n the distribution functions, (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) might not be continuous at
it = C though it is continuous in xjt. Hence, it is not necessarily true

hat (Gt )
′′
i j
(xt ) = (Gt )

′′
ji
(xt ). IPM

t includes the following parts:

1. (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) decreases in both xit and xjt.

2. (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) decreases faster in xit than in xjt.

3. (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) decreases faster in xit than (Gt )

′
j
(xt ) does.

PB
t . The boundary properties of the first derivatives of Gt(xt). This

et of properties includes two elements. The first element shows how

n additional unit of class i demand affects the profit. The second el-

ment compares the respective marginal impact that an additional

nit has on the two classes of regular demand when their period type

nd final type are consistent. Specifically,

1. If C < C̄it then (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) = −nit , otherwise −nit ≤ (Gt )

′
i
(xt ) ≤ ri −

ceF̄e(C)

2. If mi ≥ mj and mit ≥ mjt, then (Gt )
′
i
(xt ) − (Gt )

′
j
(xt ) ≤ (n jt − nit ) ∨

(ri − r j)

IPC
t . The convergency properties of the first derivatives of Gt(xt).

here exists a switching curve φit(xjt) satisfying

it ≥ φit (x jt ) ⇔ (Gt )
′
i(xt ) = −nit and xit ≥ φit (x jt ) ⇒ (Gt )

′′
ji(xt ) = 0

t has the following properties

1. φit ≥ φi,t−1 ≥ 0 and if C ≤ C̄it , φit = 0

2.
∂φit
∂x jt

∈ [−1, 0], and there exists a xo
jt

such that x jt ≥ xo
jt

⇒ ∂φit
∂x jt

=
0. That is, by letting φit (0) = φit and φit (xo

jt
) = φ

it
, φit (x jt ) ∈

[φit , φit
] and x jt ≥ xo

jt
⇒ φit (x jt ) = φ

it
.

The basic idea of IPC
t is that, for any given xjt, when xit reaches

certain value φit(xjt), the two first derivatives of Gt(xt) converge to

wo constant numbers, respectively.

Based on the above induction properties, ML (maximal loss) and

DL (limiting dynamic loss) can also be formulated as

it = m̄it (φi,t−1, z jk) and m̄L
it = m̄it (0, φ j,t−1),

.3. Validation of z̄, ze, and z∗

Proposition A.4 is built on Lemma A.1, which examines the prop-

rties of vit(zit, zjt, Xt). The proposition validates the definition of z̄it in

1), and characterizes the shape of z̄it .

roposition A.4. z̄it (z jt , Xt ), as defined in (1), satisfies z̄it (z jt , Xt )=
arg max

Xt−C−z jt )
+≤zit≤Xt −z jt

Vt (zt , Xt ). It has the following properties:

1. z̄it (z jt , Xt ) is continuous in zjt and Xt, with
∂ z̄it
∂z jt

∈ [−1, 0],
∂ z̄it
∂Xt

∈
[0, 1], and

∂ z̄it
∂z jt

+ ∂ z̄it
∂Xt

∈ [−1, 0].

2. If C ≤ C̄it , then z̄it (z jt , Xt ) = Xt − z jt . Otherwise, two switching

curves 0 ≤ zc
jt
(Xt ) ≤ z

p
jt
(Xt ) ≤ Xt can be identified, such that

0 ≤ z jt ≤ zc
jt

⇒ z̄it = Xt − (C − C̄it ) − z jt , zc
jt

< z jt < z
p
jt

⇒ z̄it >(
Xt − C + C̄it − z jt

)+
, and z

p
jt

≤ z jt ≤ Xt ⇒ z̄it = 0. More specifically,

(i) there exist two thresholds: X̄
p
it

≥ X
p
it

> 0 such that,

0 ≤ Xt ≤ X p
it

⇒ zp
jt

= 0, X p
it

≤ Xt ≤ X̄ p
it

⇒
∂zp

jt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1),

Xt ≥ X̄ p
it

⇒
∂zp

jt

∂Xt
= 1.

(ii) there also exist another two thresholds: X̄c
it

≥ Xc
it

≥ C − C̄it such

that,

0 ≤ Xt < Xc
it ⇒ zc

jt = 0, Xc
it ≤ Xt ≤ X̄ c

it ⇒
∂zc

jt

∂Xt
> 1,

Xt ≥ X̄ c
it ⇒

∂zc
jt

∂X
= 1.
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(iii) Xc
it

≥ C − C̄it ≥ X
p
it

. X̄c
it

≥ X̄
p
it

and z
p
jt
(X̄

p
it
) ≥ zc

jt
(X̄c

it
). ce ≤ m̄L

it
⇔

X̄c
it

= X̄
p
it

and z
p
jt
(X̄

p
it
) = zc

jt
(X̄c

it
).

The equilibrium optimal ze(Xt) defined in (2) is essentially the

amount of regular demand the firm should backlog in period t, when-

ever possible. Proposition A.5 validates the definition of ze
t (Xt ).

Proposition A.5. For any given Xt, there exists a constant δ such

that z1t + z2t = δ for every zt ∈ Ze
t (Xt ), and ze

t (Xt ) satisfies ze
t (Xt ) =

arg max
zt ∈Zr

t (Xt )
Vt (zt , Xt ). More specifically, 1. if C ≤ (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ), {ze

t (Xt )} =
{zt ≥ 0| z1t + z2t = Xt }; 2. if (C̄1t ∧ C̄2t ) < C ≤ (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), mit ≥ m jt ⇔
ze

it
= 0 and ze

jt
= Xt ; 3. if C > (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ), Xt − C + (C̄1t ∨ C̄2t ) ≤ ze

1t
+

ze
2t

≤ Xt .

After obtaining z̄it (z jt , Xt ) and subsequently ze
t (Xt ), we can apply

(3) to identify the optimal amount of regular demand to be back-

logged, namely z∗
t . Proposition A.6 justifies this procedure.

Proposition A.6. z∗
t (xt ), as defined in (3), satisfies z∗

t (xt ) =
arg max
zt ∈Zt (xt )

Vt (zt , Xt ), with
∂z∗

it
∂xit

∈ [0, 1], and

∣∣∣ ∂z∗
jt

∂xit

∣∣∣ ≤ 1.

The establishment of Proposition A.6 allows us to explore the

properties of the optimal profit function Gt(xt) in Proposition A.7,

which links Gt(xt) to the induction properties.

Proposition A.7. Given z∗
t (xt ) established in (3), all the three induction

properties also hold for period t. That is, Gt(xt) has the properties IPM
t ,

IPB
t , and IPC

t .

A.4. Structural results for the Only-High and Only-Low regions

For I = F ,M, denote by HI
t (Xt ) a point on HI

t with coordinates

HI
it
(Xt ) and HI

jt
(Xt ), and denote by LI

t (Xt ) a point on LI
t with co-

ordinates LI
it
(Xt ) and LI

jt
(Xt ). Note that HI

it
(Xt ) + HI

jt
(Xt ) = Xt and

LI
it
(Xt ) + LI

jt
(Xt ) = Xt .

Lemma A.8. Suppose C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ) and mit ≥ mjt. Either (i) mi ≥ mj or

(ii) mi < mj and m̄L
it

≥ m jt . We have

HF
it (Xt ) = Xt − zp

jt
(Xt ), HF

jt (Xt ) = zp
jt
(Xt ) and

HM
it (Xt ) = Xt − zc

jt (Xt ), HM
jt (Xt ) = zc

jt (Xt ).

They have the following properties:

1. Xt ≤X
p
it

⇒HF
it

=Xt , X
p
it

<Xt <X
p

it ⇒ ∂HF
it

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1), and X

p

it ≤Xt ⇒
∂HF

it
∂Xt

=0, HF
it

≥C − C jt .

2. Xt ≤ Xc
it

⇒ HM
it

= Xt , Xc
it

< Xt < X
c

it ⇒ ∂HM
it

∂Xt
< 0, and X

c

it ≤ Xt ⇒
∂HM

it
∂Xt

= 0.

3. If ce ≥mL
it , then H jt (XMR

t )=HF
jt
(X

p

it )≥HM
jt

(X
c

it ); if mL
it > ce ≥

m jt , then H jt (XMR
t )≥HF

jt
(X

p

it )=HM
jt

(X
c

it ); and if ce < mjt, then

H jt (XMR
t )≥HF

jt
(X

p

it )=HM
jt

(X
c

it ) and HF
it
(X

p

it ) = C.

Lemma A.9. Suppose C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ). Given mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj,

and m̄L
it

< m jt , we have HF
it

+ HF
jt

= Xt and Hit ≤ HF
it

. If m̄S
it

≤
m̄S

jt
, then Ht = HF

t ; otherwise, Xt < XPS
t ⇒ HF

it
= Xt − z

p
jt
(Xt ) and Xt ≥

XPS
t ⇒ HF

it
= Hit , so that 1. XFS

t < X
p
it

and Xt ≤ X
p
it

⇒ HF
it

= Xt ; 2.

if ce ≥ mE
it , then X

p
it

< Xt < XPS
t ⇒ ∂HF

it
∂Xt

∈ (0, 1); 3. if ce < mE
it , then

X
p

it ≤ XMR
t ≤ XPS

t , X
p
it

< Xt < X
p

it ⇒ ∂HF
it

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1), and X

p

it ≤ Xt < XPS
t ⇒

HF
it

= C.

Lemma A.10. Suppose C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ). Given mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj, and

m̄L
it

< m jt , we have HM
it

+ HM
jt

= Xt and HF
it

≤ HM
it

. More specifically,
1. if ce ≥ mjt, then HM
it

= Xt − zc
jt
(Xt ), so that (i) Xt ≤ Xc

it
⇒ HM

it
= Xt ;

(ii) Xc
it

< Xt < X
c

it ⇒ ∂HM
it

∂Xt
< 0; (iii) X̄c

it
≤ Xt ⇒ ∂HM

it
∂Xt

= 0.

2. if ce < mjt, then Xt < XMR
t ⇒ HM

it
= Xt − zc

jt
(Xt ) and Xt ≥ XMR

t ⇒
HM

it
= HF

it
. Given Xt < XMR

t , (i) if m̄S
jt

≤ m̄S
it

and ce ≥ mE
it , then Xt ≤

Xc
it

⇒ HM
it

= Xt , Xt > Xc
it

⇒ ∂HM
it

∂Xt
< 0; (ii) if mS

jt ≤ m̄S
it

and ce < m̄E
it
,

then X̄c
it

< XMR
t , Xt ≤ Xc

it
⇒ HM

it
= Xt , Xc

it
< Xt ≤ X

c

it ⇒ ∂HM
it

∂Xt
< 0,

and X
c

it < X ⇒ HM
it

= C; (iii) If m̄S
jt

> mS
it and ce < mE

jt , then HM
it

=
HF

it
.

emma A.11. Suppose C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ). Given mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj,

nd m jt > m̄L
it
, we have LF

it
+ LF

jt
= Xt and L jt ≤ LF

jt
. If mS

jt ≤
¯ S

it
, then Lt = LF

t ; otherwise, Xt < XPS
t ⇒ LF

jt
= Xt − z

p
it
(Xt ) and Xt ≥

PS
t ⇒ L jt = LF

jt
, so that (1) XFS

t < X
p
jt

and Xt ≤ X
p
jt

⇒ LF
jt

= Xt ; (2)

f ce ≥ m̄E
jt
, then X

p
jt

< Xt < XPS
t ⇒ ∂LF

jt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1); (3) if ce < m̄E

jt
,

hen X̄
p
jt

≤ XMR
t ≤ XPS

t , X
p
jt

< Xt < X
p

jt ⇒ ∂LF
jt

∂Xt
∈ (0, 1), and X

p

jt ≤ Xt <

PS
t ⇒ LF

jt
= C.

emma A.12. Suppose C > (C̄it ∨ C̄ jt ). Given mit ≥ mjt, mi < mj, and

jt > mL
it , we have

t < XMR
t ⇒ LM

jt = Xt − zc
it (Xt ) and Xt ≥ XMR

t ⇒ LM
jt = LF

jt ,

atisfying LM
it

+ LM
jt

= Xt and LF
jt

≤ LM
jt

. More specifically, for Xt <

MR
t , we have (1) given mS

jt ≤ mS
it , if ce ≥ mE

it
, then Xt ≤ Xc

jt
⇒ LM

jt
= Xt ,

nd Xt > Xc
jt

⇒ ∂LM
jt

∂Xt
< 0; (2) given m̄S

it
≤ m̄S

jt
, if ce < m̄E

jt
, then X̄c

jt
<

MR
t , Xt ≤ Xc

jt
⇒ LM

jt
= Xt , Xc

jt
< Xt ≤ X

c

jt ⇒ ∂LM
jt

∂Xt
< 0, and X

c

jt < X ⇒
M
jt

= C; (3) given m̄S
jt

≤ m̄S
it
, if ce < m̄E

it
, then LM

jt
= LF

jt
.
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